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About This Content

Contains over 40 Legendary and 60 Epic rarity Treasure cards and (3) Legendary Edge dice:

Name/Deck/Rarity:

Sczarni Thief/B/Legendary
Silent Enforcer/B/Legendary
Mail of Escape/B/Legendary

Favor Of Calistria/B/Epic
Favor Of Desna/B/Epic
Favor Of Erastil/B/Epic
Favor Of Gorum/B/Epic

Favor Of Iomedae/B/Epic
Favor Of Irori/B/Epic

Favor Of Pharasm/B/Epic
Favor Of Sarenrae/B/Epic
Favor Of Shelyn/B/Epic
Favor Of Torag/B/Epic

Healing Poultice/B/Legendary
Holy Symbol/B/Epic

Holy Text/B/Legendary
Portable Ram/B/Legendary
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Shovel/B/Legendary
Spell Component Pouch/B/Epic

Veterinarian's Kit/B/Epic
Wayfinder/B/Epic

Flare Burst/B/Legendary
Lead Blades/B/Epic
Agile Chain/1/Epic

Challenging Shield/1/Legendary
Djezet Skin/1/Epic
Gale Armor/1/Epic

Shadow Chain/1/Epic
Bounty Of Desna/1/Legendary

Bounty Of Norgorber/1/Legendary
Bounty Of Torag/1/Legendary

Doctrine Of Abadar/1/Epic
Orb Of Fire/1/Epic

Orb Of Shocking/1/Epic
Engineer's Work Gloves/1/Legendary

Brooch Of Shielding/1/Legendary
Flaming Returning Throwing Axe +1/1/Legendary

LordMayorGrobaras/2/Legendary
Proctor Jyronn Imikar/2/Legendary

Hunter's Chain/2/Epic
Invigorating Shield/2/Epic

Doctrine Of Nethys/2/Legendary
Doctrine Of Shelyn/2/Legendary

Favor Of Lamashtu/2/Epic
Favor Of The Gods/2/Epic

Orb Of Magic/2/Epic
Potion Of Deftness/2/Epic

Potion Of Perseverance/2/Epic
Potion Of Secrets/2/Epic

Giantbane Battleaxe +1/2/Epic
Bleachling Lunatic/3/Legendary

Pathfinder Chronicler/3/Epic
Sleepless Detective/3/Legendary

Golden Judge's Breastplate/3/Epic
Gravewatcher Chainmail/3/Epic

Favor Of Abadar/3/Epic
Unity Of Cayden Cailean/3/Legendary

Unity Of Iomedae/3/Legendary
Unity Of Lamashtu/3/Legendary
Unity Of Sarenrae/3/Legendary

Flask Of Force/3/Epic
Flask Of Shock/3/Epic

Abadar's Truthtelling/3/Epic
Cyphermage/4/Legendary

Catskin Leather/4/Epic
Favor Of Norgorber/4/Epic

Prayer Of Gorum/4/Legendary
Unity Of Milani/4/Legendary

Unity Of Shelyn/4/Epic
Amulet Of Inescapable Location/4/Legendary

Flask Of Fire/4/Epic
Flask Of Frost/4/Epic
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Flask Of Magic/4/Legendary
Greater Sage's Journal/4/Epic

Soul Soap/4/Legendary
Mass Agility/4/Epic

Mass Brilliance/4/Epic
Mass Eloquence/4/Epic
Mass Sagacity/4/Epic
Mass Strength/4/Epic

Mass Toughness/4/Epic
Belkzen Warchief/5/Epic

Death Initiate/5/Legendary
Dragon Smiter/5/Legendary

Fire Cleric/5/Epic
Pathfinder Venture-Captain/5/Legendary
Winged Shield Of Storms/5/Legendary

Favor Of Gozreh/5/Epic
Flask Of Force Missile/5/Epic

Flask Of Ice/5/Epic
Flask Of Storm/5/Epic

Gozreh's Trident/5/Epic
Favor Of Nethys/6/Epic

Prayer Of Achaekek/6/Legendary
Prayer Of Norgorber/6/Legendary

Flask Of Firestorm/6/Epic
Leopard Leather/6/Epic

Ring Of Energy Command/6/Epic
Ring Of Superior Protection/6/Epic

Song Of Hawkmoon/6/Epic
Slaying Axe/6/Legendary
Slaying Bow/6/Legendary

Slaying Razor/6/Legendary
Slaying Scythe/6/Legendary
Slaying Sword/6/Legendary
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I cannot deny that it is a game, however much I try to. My wish would have been to have played a different game.. I was so
impressed with this game. I saw a few negative reviews with complaints about bugs, but I had absolutely no problems. My only
complaint is that I do not want to have to wait for part 3. Excellent job. Easily one of the the better Choice games. I was slow to
get into it and not very impressed at first but here I am, having finished the game three times and still feeling like there is a ton
of unexplored content. Well worth it's humble price.. Awesome, I love Frontlines.. I cannot recommend this game at the
moment simply because it keeps crashing when i try to play until this is fixed i cant recommend this. I bought this game once
when it first came out i refunded it shortly after because i the game was in an extreme early phase, Then i re-bought the game in
January it was fine i could play it because i play games like this but then they updated it hotfix 8 or 7 when the game kept
crashing over and over again the recent update they have done didn't fix this. If you want to buy this game i recommend buying
it at a later date.. Adapt or Perish is not quite like any other RTS I've played. If I had to put a label to it, I'd call it a mix of
Warzone 2100 and AI War; Fleet Command, but that does not come near to describing how the game plays

I decided to make a highly mobile, nomadic army, comprised of armed builders and miners, weak but fast units for harassment
and landmines for area denial. I had elite units designed to salvage dead enemies for resources, which I used to opportunistically
raid the enemy and to bait them into traps. It worked great, until they realised where I was.

Soon, their units had adapted to better fight mine (more health, range, and speed), and by the time I had decided I needed to get
out to a safer area, I realized I was completely encircled. After a fight which destroyed my entire base and almost all of my
army, my static defences destroyed enough of the southeastern side of the encirclement for me to get 8 units through, and I had
to travel for quite some time before I found a place which was less aggressively patrolled by the AI, where I could silently
rebuild.

As of writing this, I have not experienced this in any other game. Adapt or Perish's gameplay is unique, its style is distinct, and it
is probably the best game Phr00t has made yet.
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This is one of the best Hit Single song packs in my opinion. I will say though that there are some alternate tunings here. Joke and
the Thief is in drop D and the lead for Slow Ride is in like Open E or something.
Still, the rhythm part of Slow Ride is in standard tuning, fun to play and includes the solo. I'm a big wolfmother fan so Joker and
the Thief is awesome and Ziggy Stardust is cool too. Waste of money if you're running anything newer than Windows XP.
Installs but won't run in windowed mode and has unusable blurred graphics if your resoution is larger than 1024. Unplayable.
Save your money. I regret wasting the $3 I did for this game, could have had a Big Mac!. If you liked yume nikki, you'll love
this game.

It's really charming and fun to play, with some new and interesting game mechanics I've never really seen before. And I love the
dreamlike and outlandish aesthetic the game has.
10/10 If you like surreal exploration games then this is the game for you.. The game started out fine, teaching you the
mechanics of the gameplay but it quickly becomes very frustrating and not fun anymore.. become a hero of a typical 90s
commando movie with a shotgun in a funny platformer which is extremely easy to play:
you have a full pack of weapons, including a shotgun, enemies that are located on different floors, battles in every game level
where you are killing tens of enemies in a single combo with a classic shotgun, everything in a game can be exploded - barrels,
cars, boxes - only 5 achievements make a game easy to get a perfect game and on top of all this - extremely cheap price.
p.s. - did i mentioned a shotgun?. A great soundtrack to compliment the great game it goes to.. In fondo trovate la versione
italiana della recensione

On a Roll is a commonplace platformer.
Jump, get the stars, avoid obstacles: that's all.
No story and levels so similar to each other that bored quite easily; it offer a not so addictive challenge.
Suitable for all kind of players.

----

On a Roll è un platformer comune e banale.
Salta, prendi le stelle, evita gli ostacoli: tutto qui.
Niente storia e livelli così simili fra loro da annoiare abbastanza facilmente; grado di sfida poco coinvolgente.

Adatto a tutti i tipi di giocatori.. This game is what it is, and a lot of fun. It's a compact version of the game and looks great.
Don't let the "madbrah" reviews keep you from having fun with this game. Not only am I enjoying it, i'm recommending it to
my friends and may in fact buy it for them. There was a download issue the "first" night, but they fixed it in a matter of hours.
They were on top of the issue, and it works wonderfully. Again, great game for $10. No, it's not the full game, that's why is says
COMPACT...come on guys. Give this a fair shake and leave your butt hurt at the door.. Had fun playing Beauty Bounce as I did
Beach Bounce.

I enjoyed the characters, music, BG, and the story. I still like Yuki as she is just cool. I believe all the music is the same as
Beach Bounce. I'm not sure about this as it's been awhile since I've played Beach Bounce. Regardless even if the music is the
same as Beach Bounce I like the music a lot:)

Seeing the picture with the closed resort was sad:( I also really liked the picture with Emiko and Tomo dancing together. The
picture was very nice:)

Hehe the harem ending I enjoyed a lot;) Tomo was definetly having fun in the harem ending;)

Plus there is a patch so make sure u download the patch to play the adult content;)

Quite honestly the only problem I have with this VN is that it was short:( I wish it was longer because everything in my opinion
felt rushed. We have three new characters but I feel like I don't know them well. I enjoyed the pagent part but it was very rushed
segment:( I wish we somehow dragged Sakura to join the pagent. Would of been interesting to see Sakura join the pagent

Overall I had fun playing Beauty Bounce. I wish Beauty Bounce was longer and not a short VN.

. Don't let the hours played fool you, I have been a player of this game since long before it came to Steam. This is a fairly
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hardcore old-school grid-based dungeon crawler a bit like the old Might and Magic games. It does not do a lot of hand-holding
and your early fights will be very tough. The graphics are hand-drawn and colorful almost comic-book style art. Not a lot of
excess bells and whistles to be had. Again, very old school. If you like old-school style party-based dungeon crawls (with six
classes and four races) you should check this game out.

One bit of advice- early on, find the Arena so you can make some money and earn your first level. That helps a lot with the one-
shot insta-kill you will see for a good chunk of the early game. One or two levels make a lot of difference.
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